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About This Game

SCXL is a minimalist rhythm game that puts you in a role of a battle commander to challenge your reaction and reflexes.

Key Features

 Potapon like combat

 Minimalist soundtrack

 Rhythm-based gameplay
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Publisher:
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Release Date: 9 Oct, 2018
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Minimum:

OS: Windows 8

Processor: AMD Athlon II X3 450, 3.20 GHz
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Graphics: NVIDIA® GeForce™ GT 315
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super commander xl

I have to say i am very pleased with the game so far! It's been a while since i last played MotoGP game and this one is big
pleasant surprise. I really like the physics, i think they can be fun and enjoyable depending on the settings for both casual fans
and for more hardcore players. The PRO physics with no assists can be a challenge, but a very good and fun challenge. The
bikes behaves very good and the movement of the rider is better and i think it feels more real.
Graphics are really good and even with my GTX 970 i was able to play very smoothly on high settings. There are some issues
with weird blur around tyres and heads of the drivers (even with blur turned off) and it looks very strange.
Sounds are good, the atmosphere on the track and the crowd is also very nice.
Career looks like will be fun, but i played only first few races of RBR Cup so far so i will see later. I know this game will
recieve a lot of hate, because this community is very toxic and no matter what the developer do and how good game they make,
they will always get hate from people, which is sad.
I deffinitely can recommend this game!. Telltale's iconic storytelling, the crude humor of Borderlands games, and just enough
cameos form together to create this gem of a game. This certainly won't disappoint you like another recent Borderlands title.
*cough* Pre-Sequel *cough*

Even if it's not the Borderlands you're used to, I'd definitely recommend picking this up if you're a fan of the series.
You'll thank me after you experience a no-gun gunfight with Hyperion coworkers.. Like I said with the Blood II review...Broken
and unbalanced garbage. This game engine was a big mistake.

But this is actually worse than Blood II. Yeah sure it's cool to fight in the giant mechs, but when your doing on-foot maps, its a
complete unplayable mess without using cheats...It's really that bad.. Very good game if you like doom i suggest you try it there
is a demo. Unfortunately, as a standalone game it is not something I would recommend for now.
It is not bad actually and is definitely worth its money, but 'Episode One' plays rather like a demo version.

Visuals are excellent, of course. But the story and even the dialogues you would expect to see in FMV-adventure are nearly
absent. We have five chapters that could be solved in two minutes each if you know what you are to do - and the puzzles are not
impressive either. We got a couple of pixel hunt, a couple of easy slider puzzles (although solving one of them in 5 seconds for
an achievement took me a lot of time!), and - beware! - several QTE events. Some people may like them, but that's not what you
expect to see in adventure game.

Still, the story does look promising and the actors (especially the one who plays Detective Lambert) are good - so I do hope to
revise my review and to give it a positive score after (if) other episodes will appear. Until then - it would be better to wait.. Been
playing this game for about 3 hours, having alot of fun with it so far, if you like 16 bit graphic styles and Legend of Zelda type
gameplay with an above average difficulty, this game is for you.. Has Visage gone through any material updates or
improvements to either its contents or mechanics since its "release" in late 2018?
I would definitely recommend Visage for its exceptional concept design. But Visage, in its current condition, is not even a game
half-complete. It is but a DEMO.. this is the kind of visual novels i play to pretend im the protagonist and make me feel like im
loved
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Best puzzle game i have ever played.. Save yourself $9.99 and Stick with the demo!

The full game is buggy as heck and unplayable in its current state. I have W7 x64 Ultimate. i5 4670K OC @ 4.4ghz. GTX 1070
FTW. 16GB RAM. 500GB Samsung SSD. No problems with any VR games with my VIVE.

When you try to play against AI, the game bugs out. Framerate drops. Nonstop stuttering. Flashes of white across the screen.
And the blank SteamVR background, chaperone, and VIVE controller will randomly appear and disappear during play.

When you switch it to practice mode, the game runs smooth as silk.

To top it off, it seems the developer isn't around so expect seldom updates if any.. This game is worth a buy. It's cheap, so why
not? If you like Super Hexagon then it is very similar and just as enjoyable. I have completed 3\/5 of the levels so far and do not
think it is very difficult. I expect the last 2 to be more challenging, but nonetheless I think it's a fun arcade game that will keep
you entertained every now and then when you're bored.. It introduces a few new missions that are prety good but also tideious at
times. The reward is Power Armor and a Stelth suit and a few weapons that were already in the game. However all in all it is
prety good in my opinion.. \ud0c0\ube14\ub81b \uc778\uc2dd\uc774 \uc548\ub418\ub294 \uac1c\u2665\u2665\u2665\uac9c!
\uac70\ub974\uc138\uc694. (=^\uc624^=). This game so awesome little bit hard for search tera mega(money in game) easy for
get level,,for graphics not bad at all for the rating i give 4\/5,,if u bored play dota u can play this game gor refresh your brain :D.
If you came for the letters, find a different game, that won't hurt your reputation.
If you came for boobs, just go to the internet.
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